
 
  
 
 

Automated Testing at CSAA 
Insurance Group
Improved quality and speed with EIS Group and AWS

With the existing testing tools CSAA was using, their regression testing began 
demanding more time and resources, causing an increased risk of delays, cost 
overruns, delayed realization of benefits, and potential defect leakage in production.

CSAA is the 15th largest 
personal lines insurer in the 
United States. As one of the 
largest insurers, they required 
a testing solution to support its 
policy administration system 
modernization, which supports 
1.6 million policies for auto and 
property products with 24  
state variations

EIS Group is the technology 
innovator for insurance. Their 
digital insurance platform is 
built to move carriers closer to 
the customers. Cloud-enabled 
and mobile-ready, the unified 
platform of core, experience 
and insight solutions empowers 
insurers to digitize core 
insurance operations, create 
the essential data foundation, 
and deliver easier-than-easy 
experiences that attract a new 
generation of customers.

CSAA evaluated their current solution against the EIS testing framework and 
estimated the core policy replacement program would have run at least a year longer 
than planned without the EIS solution. This delay would have cost the company tens 
of millions of dollars more, and prevented the realization of benefits. 

The ChallengeAbout CSAA

About EIS Group

Why EIS Group

EIS was able to successfully deliver a testing environment to CSAA in less than a 
month, and resulted in a 40% improvement in execution time and a 35% reduction in 
environmental defects.

The Solution

Case study: CSAA



Automated Testing at CSAA Insurance Group
Improved quality and speed with EIS Group and AWS solution

Case Study

Challenge:  
With existing testing tools, regression testing began demanding 
more resources and time, risking delays,  cost overruns, delayed 
realization of benefits, and potential leakage of defects into 
production. 

Business Case:   
CSAA, the 15th largest US personal lines insurer (DPW $3.2bn), 
required a testing solution to support its policy administration 
systems modernization which supports 1.6mn policies for auto 
and property products with 24 state variations. 

Stage One: Automate testing with EIS® Testing Framework

Labor Reduction/Coverage Increase:

Auto

Property

2,831 Automated 
3,320 Manual

450 Automated 
1,057 Manual

                 Automated  
144 Manual

                    Automated  
191 Manual
15,436

564 831

Early Detection:

Regression 
defects 
identified

Time Savings:

50% regression automated  
12-15 days to complete  

full regression 

              regression automated  
3-5 days to complete  
full regression 

90%Regression 
testing  
window

Production Quality Improvements:

~60%
Reduction in
production defects

Tools:

 ■ Continuous Integration/
Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) in a 
DevOps cloud environment

 ■ Parallel stream testing

 ■ AWS Tools, e.g. CloudFormation, 
Management Console, 
Cloudwatch

Stage Two: Transition to AWS

40% 35%In less than a month, the testing environment 
was successfully delivered to the customer’s 
AWS instance. 

improvement 
in execution 
time

reduction in 
environmental 

defects 

Without the EIS Testing Framework, CSAA estimated the core policy replacement program would have run at least a year longer 
than planned, costing tens of millions of dollars more and delaying realization of benefits.     

Case study: CSAA
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